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Gender. Nation. Text. 2017
this collection explores the multifarious manifestations of gender intrinsic to
national ideologies the use of gender in the construction and development of
nation states and the role of political literary and cinematographic discourses
in cultural debates that define national and international borders in post
colonial societies the selected essays focus primarily on europe and latin
america and consider the implications of colonialism dictatorship and the
transition to democracy on national identities as well as the deliberate use of
gendered language and images in the development of discourses of hegemony
frequently used to underpin support for individual political regimes or as a
call to arms to defend national patrimony series cultural studies
kulturwissenschaft estudios culturales etudes culturelles vol 55 subject gender
studies politics sociology cultural studies

Identity, Nation, Discourse 2009-01-14
this volume explores women s literary and cultural production in latin america
and suggests how such works engage with discourses of identity nationhood and
gender including contributions by several prominent latin american scholars
themselves it seeks to provide a vital insight into the analysis and reception
of the works in a local context and foster debate between latin american and
metropolitan academics the book is divided into two sections women and
nationhood and models and genres the first section comprises six chapters which
examines women s responses to and attempts to carve out space within national
discourses in a latin american context spanning the nineteenth century to the
present day the chapters offer an insight into the ways in which latin american
women have constructed themselves as modern subjects of the nation and made use
of the ambiguous spaces created by modernization and national discourses the
section starts firstly with a focus on the southern cone covering chile and
argentina and then moves geographically northward to colombia and bolivia the
second section models and genres consists of six chapters that examine how
women writers engage with and critically re work existing literary discourses
and paradigms considering phenomena such as detective fiction fairy tales and
classical mythological figures the chapters illustrate how these genres and
models frequently coded as masculine are given new inflections both as a result
of their deployment by women and as a result of their re working in a latin
american context

Landscape and Identity in the Modern Basque Country,
1800 to 1936 2022-12-30
landscape and identity in the modern basque country 1800 to 1936 studies the
relationship between landscape and modern identities in the basque country
using an interdisciplinary approach that combines cultural history and
geography it analyses the process of historical construction of the basque
landscape highlighting its multiple political social and cultural meanings the
book is divided into two parts the first examines the discourses images and
representations of the basque landscape the second examines landscape practices
through tourism hiking and mountaineering focusing on the basque case but
establishing numerous connections with comparable phenomena in western europe
the book demonstrates that the landscape became a structuring element insofar
as it helped shape individual identities while participating in the creation of
social links this book examines the processes of identity construction from
below by means of new interpretative tools such as the experience of landscape
this work originally published in french brings to an english speaking audience
a crucial issue in the modern history of the basque country namely the cultural
construction of a collective identity within the framework of a nation state
such as spain confronted with multiple territorial identities approaching this
question from the perspective of landscape provides new keys to understanding
the processes of nation building that occurred in europe in the nineteenth and
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twentieth centuries

One nation, two cultures 1999
al leer este resumen descubrirá los principios fundamentales de la economía
política según adam smith también descubrirá que el trabajo es la fuente de la
riqueza de una nación que la división del trabajo permite la productividad
fuente del crecimiento económico que el verdadero valor de una mercancía reside
en el trabajo que contiene que el trabajo por interés personal contribuye al
equilibrio natural del mercado que la acumulación de capital es una condición
previa necesaria para la división del trabajo cuando adam smith el economista y
filósofo escocés escribió la riqueza de las naciones 1776 fue el primero en
definir los principios del crecimiento económico esta famosa obra de cinco
libros presentó los principales temas fundacionales de la economía política
estos últimos que se hacen más comprensibles si se sitúan en el contexto del
siglo xviii se oponían al pensamiento mercantilista de la época las teorías de
adam smith fueron innovadoras en la historia de la economía sirvieron de base
de reflexión para generaciones de famosos economistas posteriores a él y su
obra seminal representa el inicio de la economía moderna está preparado para
entender los mecanismos de estas teorías

The Native Races of the Pacific States of North
America: Civilized nations 1875
how did flamenco a song and dance form associated with both a despised ethnic
minority in spain and a region frequently derided by spaniards become so
inexorably tied to the country s culture sandie holguín focuses on the history
of the form and how reactions to the performances transformed from disgust to
reverance over the course of two centuries holguín brings forth an important
interplay between regional nationalists and image makers actively involved in
building a tourist industry soon they realized flamenco performances could be
turned into a folkloric attraction that could stimulate the economy tourists
and spaniards alike began to cultivate flamenco as a representation of the
country s national identity this study reveals not only how spain designed and
promoted its own symbol but also how this cultural form took on a life of its
own

RESUMEN - The Wealth Of Nations / La riqueza de las
naciones (Libro 1 y 2) Por Adam Smith 2019-06-11
with the opening of sea routes in the fifteenth century groups of men and women
left portugal to establish themselves across the ports and cities of the
atlantic or ocean sea they were refugees and migrants traders and mariners jews
catholics and the marranos of mixed judaic catholic culture they formed a
diasporic community known by contemporaries as the portuguese nation by the
early seventeenth century this nation without a state had created a remarkable
trading network that spanned the atlantic reached into the indian ocean and
asia and generated millions of pesos that were used to bankroll the spanish
empire a nation upon the ocean sea traces the story of the portuguese nation
from its emergence in the late fifteenth century to its fragmentation in the
middle of the seventeenth and situates it in relation to the parallel expansion
and crisis of spanish imperial dominion in the atlantic against the backdrop of
this relationship the book reconstitutes the rich inner life of a community
based on movement maritime trade and cultural hybridity we are introduced to
mariners and traders in such disparate places as lima seville and amsterdam
their day to day interactions and understandings their houses and domestic
relations their private reflections and public arguments this finaly textured
account reveals how the portuguese nation created a cohesive and meaningful
community despite the mobility and dispersion of its members how its forms of
sociability fed into the development of robust transatlantic commercial
networks and how the day to day experience of trade was translated into the
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sphere of spanish imperial politics of commercial reform based on religious
ethnic toleration and the liberalization of trade a microhistory a nation upon
the ocean sea contributes to our understanding of the broader histories of
capitalism empire and diaspora in the early atlantic

Flamenco Nation 2007-01-04
blacks mulattos and the dominican nation is the first english translation of
the classic text los negros los mulatos y la nación dominicana by esteemed
dominican scholar franklin j franco published in 1969 this book was the first
systematic work on the role of afro descendants in dominican society the first
society of the modern americas where a black mulatto population majority
developed during the 16th century franco s work a foundational text for
dominican ethnic studies constituted a paradigm shift breaking with the
distortions of traditional histories that focused on the colonial elite to
place afro descendants slavery and race relations at the center of dominican
history this translation includes a new introduction by silvio torres saillant
syracuse university which contextualizes franco s work explaining the milieu in
which he was writing and bringing the historiography of race slavery and the
dominican republic up to the present making this pioneering work accessible to
an english speaking audience for the first time this is a must have for anyone
interested in the lasting effects of african slavery on the dominican
population and caribbean societies

A Nation upon the Ocean Sea 1898
maps the un legal instruments relevant for the protection and promotion of the
rights to freedom of expression and information

The Nations of the World: Peru 2015-04-24
the third volume of the collected papers of the icla congress the many
languages of comparative literature includes contributions that focus on the
interplay between concepts of nation national languages and individual as well
as collective identities because all literary communication happens within
different kinds of power structures linguistic economic political it often
results in fascinating forms of hybridity in the first of four thematic
chapters the papers investigate some of the ways in which discourses can
establish modes of thinking or how discourses are in turn controlled by active
linguistic interventions whether in the context of the patriarchy war
colonialism or political factions the second thematic block is predominantly
concerned with hybridity as an aspect of modern cultural identity and the
cultural and linguistic dimensions of domestic life and in society at large
closely related a third series of papers focuses on writers and texts analysed
from the vantage points of exile and exophony as well as theoretical
contributions to issues of terminology and what it means to talk about
transcultural phenomena finally a group of papers sheds light on more overtly
violent power structures mechanisms of exclusion totalitarianism torture and
censorship but also resistance to these forms of oppression in addition to
these chapters the volume also collects a number of thematically related group
sections from the icla congress preserving their original context

Blacks, Mulattos, and the Dominican Nation 2018-07-17
set of selected representative elements of hm reading curriculum materials for
sixth grade teacher s edition is incomplete including teaching materials for
theme 1 of the six themes comprising the complete curriculum

Two Nations Under God: The Deuteronomistic History of
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Solomon and the Dual Monarchies 2015-06-11
war has returned to europe and nato stands at the forefront of the response to
russia s aggression in ukraine but how does nato function how do nato member
states perceive and act through the atlantic alliance and ultimately how do
states shape nato s cohesion and relevance in the face of threats the nations
of nato explores national policies within the atlantic alliance it examines the
foreign policies of 16 allies focusing on issues such as their strategic
cultures relationship with the united states contributions to nato operations
levels of defence spending domestic challenges and decision making processes
the recent crisis in ukraine has without doubt reinvigorated nato as a military
alliance but over the last decade it has also been affected by a number of
challenges both endogenous and exogenous whether the alliance is threatened
from the outside russia terrorism china or is being undermined from within
intra alliance politics diverging threat perceptions has become an increasingly
debated issue the degree to which the alliance can adapt to evolving threats
has also been at stake at the heart of these debates are nato allies policies
preferences threat perceptions and level of commitment to the shared enterprise
by analysing the drivers constraints and specificities of relevant national
policies the volume offers an overview of nato s contemporary functions and
challenges and constitutes an important source of data for future research and
comparative analysis

The United Nations and Freedom of Expression and
Information 2021-01-18
for ethnic minorities in europe separated by state borders such as basques in
france and spain or hungarians who reside in slovakia and romania the european
union has offered the hope of reconnection or at least of rendering the
divisions less obstructive conationals on different sides of european borders
may look forward to increased political engagement including new norms to
support the sharing of sovereignty enhanced international cooperation more
porous borders and invigorated protections for minority rights under the pan
european umbrella it has been claimed that those belonging to divided nations
would no longer have to depend solely on the goodwill of the governments of
their states to have their collective rights respected yet for many divided
nations the promise of the european union and other pan european institutions
remains unfulfilled divided nations and european integration examines the
impact of the expansion of european institutions and the ways the eu acts as a
confederal association of member states rather than a fully multinational
federation of peoples a wide range of detailed case studies consider national
communities long within the borders of the european union such as the irish and
basques communities that have more recently joined such as the croats and
hungarians and communities that are not yet members but are on its borders or
in its near abroad such as the albanians serbs and kurds this authoritative
volume provides cautionary but valuable insights to students of european
institutions nations and nationalism regional integration conflict resolution
and minority rights contributors tozun bahcheli zoe bray alexandra channer
zsuzsa csergő marsaili fraser james m goldgeier michael keating tristan james
mabry john mcgarry margaret moore sid noel brendan o leary david romano etain
tannam stefan wolff

Discourses on Nations and Identities 2000-04-15
a social history of central america and the spanish speaking caribbean that
illustrates the importance of workers actions in shaping national history

Houghton Mifflin Reading: The Nation's Choice
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2002-01-01
this book offers an up to date analysis of the foreign policies of latin
american nations and its international positioning in world politics evaluating
the impact of changes in the global community on the hemisphere and on
individual states

El Libro Antiguo Español, VI. De libros, librerías,
imprentas y lectores 2022-10-20
escrito en 1970 este volumen es un clásico de culto que ejemplifica como
ninguno la contracultura de los años sesenta y en particular la visión de los
yippies la rama más politizada del movimiento hippie que inspiró a toda una
generación a desafiar el statu quo el libro está escrito en forma de guía y en
ella hoffman activista político y social utilza sus propias actividades y
experiencias como inspiración da consejos a los lectores sobre cómo hacer para
vivir fuera de la ley cultivar marihuana crear una radio libre vivir en una
comuna cometer fraudes con tarjetas de crédito y una gran variedad de técnicas
de hurto en sus páginas hoffman se refería a estados unidos como el imperio
cerdo y declaraba que no solo no era inmoral robar en él sino que era inmoral
no hacerlo el libro fue rechazado por unos treinta editores distintos los
principales medios de comunicación no querían o tenían miedo de hacer
publicidad del libro y muchos distribuidores y librerías no estuvieron
dispuestos a comercializarlo por su naturaleza subversiva y por la incitación
al robo en el título hoffman fue finalmente obligado a crear una editorial
propia para poder ponerlo en circulación con grove press como distribuidor pese
a su precaria difusión principalmente a través del boca a boca pronto se
convirtió en un gran éxito de ventas

The Nations of NATO 2013-07-16
against a background of extensive multi disciplinary oceanographic
investigations over a number of years together with the long term establishment
of a society and institute extensive information is available from studies
undertaken in the estuarine and coastal waters of the basque country the
present authors gained access to unpublished literature and reports which
together with a synthesis of internationally refereed papers provide a series
of scientific overviews of particular subject areas teams of researchers from
basque institutes and universities combine to present the present state of
knowledge within a global context of processes ranging from sub seabed to air
sea interaction incorporating data on the associated biology including
fisheries and pollutant sources and levels the latter are compared with
regional national and european legislation the volume is divided into various
sections introduction geography and oceanography chemical oceanography and
water quality sediment characteristics quality and chemistry biomonitoring
communities and ecology and overall assessment the topics covered include an
historical review of marine research the impact of human activities during past
centuries geology geomorphology and sediments climate and meteorology marine
dynamics hydrography water mass characteristics contaminants in the waters
microbiological quality sedimentological characteristics contaminants in
sediments biomonitoring of heavy metals and organic components at tissue
organism level and using cellular and molecular biomarkers bacterioplankton and
phytoplankton communities zooplankton communities benthic communities seabirds
biodiversity and conservation recovery of benthic communities the polluted
systems and assessment of human impacts on the basis of these syntheses future
challenges for marine research in the basque country are identified in terms of
a research agenda this comprehensive text relating to estuarine coastal and
oceanographic processes at wide ranging spatial and temporal scales in the
southern bay of biscay will be of interest to researchers engineers and
legislators on a regional basis and within a world wide perspective
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Divided Nations and European Integration 1998
this book looks at the reasons behind the emergence of a catalan nationalist
movement from the late 1880s one of the most important developments that took
place in nineteenth century spain with the catalan question thereafter never
far from the centre of the spanish political stage

Identity and Struggle at the Margins of the Nation-
state 2018-02-19
this book is an innovative work that takes a fresh approach to the concept of
race as a social factor made concrete in popular forms such as film television
and music the essays push past the reaffirmation of static conceptions of
identity authenticity or conventional interpretations of stereotypes and bridge
the intertextual gap between theories of community enactment and cultural
representation

Latin American Nations In World Politics 1881
contains the proceedings of the 1st institute for annual review of united
nations affairs new york university 1949

Catalogue of the Works Relative to the Law of Nations
and Diplomacy in the Library of the Department of
State, May 13, 1881 1866

Treaties Concluded by the United States of America
with Foreign Nations [1841-1864]. 1918

The Philippine Review 2018-09-17

Roba este libro 2004-03-03

Oceanography and Marine Environment in the Basque
Country 1974

Records of the General Conference of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization 1729

Of the Law of Nature and Nations 1973

Liste mensuelle d'ouvrages catalogués à la
Bibliothèque des Nations Unies 1961
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New Publications in the United Nations Headquarters
Library 1984

Pennsylvania Union List of Serials 2003

Contributions to the Third Session of the United
Nations Forum on Forests in Geneva, Switzerland, 26
May-6 June 2003 1977

New Serial Titles 1977

Library of Congress Catalogs 1962

Short List of Publications about the American Nations
2014-03-26

The Origins of Catalan Nationalism, 1770-1898 1989

Monthly Catalog of United States Government
Publications 1674

A copious dictionary in three parts ... Third
edition, etc 2019

Race and Cultural Practice in Popular Culture 1973

The National union catalog, 1968-1972 1995

Annual Review of United Nations Affairs 1982

Union Catalog of Serials Currently Received in the
Libraries of the University of Wisconsin--Madison
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